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DESCRIPTION

12¢ Black (17), Positions 3-5/13-15/23-25L1, block of nine (three by
three) with top sheet margin, full to large margins all around, original
gum, seven lightly hinged, center and bottom right stamps Mint N.H.,
deep shade and sharp impression

PROVENANCE

Alfred H. Caspary, H. R. Harmer sale, 1/16-18/1956, lot 525 (Ward
claimed that Caspary bought this block in the 1917 Worthington sale,
lot 109; however, based on the catalogue description, we question the
accuracy of Ward’s statement)

Josiah K. Lilly, Jr., Siegel Auction Galleries, 2/7/1968, Sale 327, lot 18

Ryohei Ishikawa, Christie’s Robson Lowe sale, 9/28-29/1993, lot 184
to William H. Gross

CENSUS, LITERATURE AND EXHIBITION REFERENCES

Mortimer L. Neinken, The 1851-57 Twelve Cent Stamp, p. 63

CERTIFICATION

The Philatelic Foundation (1993)

CONDITION NOTES

Extremely Fine block; left vertical row has faint vertical crease 
described in 1956 Caspary sale as “invisible” and in 1966 Lilly sale
as a “natural vertical wrinkle”—obviously of no significance and not
mentioned on accompanying certificate

HISTORY AND COMMENTARY

The First 12¢ Stamp—The Odd Denomination
The new rates of July 1851 did not include a basic single

rate that would require a 12¢ stamp. The prepaid letter rate
was 3¢ per half ounce up to 3,000 miles, or 6¢ beyond, and
1¢ for printed circulars. Even mail to other countries needed
postage other than 12¢; for example, the treaty rate to Great
Britain was 24¢, and the rate to Canada was 10¢. Therefore,
the 12¢ could be used alone only if it paid a multiple rate,
or a pair could be used to pay the 24¢ treaty rate. For a time,
the stamps were cut in half and accepted as 6¢, usually on
letters from California.
Toppan, Carpenter, Casilear & Co. engraved the plates

and printed the 1¢, 3¢ and 12¢ 1851 stamps in time for the
July 1 issue date. Contemporary sources confirm that 12¢
stamps were in post offices on the first day, but the earliest
documented date of use is August 4, 1851. The imperforate
12¢ stamps were in use until mid-1857, when perforations
were introduced. Plate 1 was used to print 12¢ stamps until
Plate 3 was put into use in 1860.
The largest recorded unused 12¢ block was a top right

corner-margin block of 15 from Positions 6-10/16-20/26-30
(now reduced to a smaller block). Combined with the block
of nine from adjoining positions (offered in this sale) and the
defective top-margin block of six from Positions 1-2/11-
12/21-23, the entire top three rows of the left pane were at
one time represented by a massive reconstructed block of 30
that can still be seen in The United States Stamp 1847-1869:
Ryohei Ishikawa Collection.
The top sheet-margin block of nine in this sale is today

regarded as one of the two finest multiples of the 12¢ 1851
Imperforate with original gum. The corner block of ten, ex
Gibson and last sold in our sale of the “Sevenoaks” collection
(Sale 799, lot 147), is the only comparable block. While that
block of ten was ensconced in the Gibson, Ward and Phillips
collections, the block of nine offered here reposed first in the
Alfred H. Caspary collection (where he obtained it, we do
not know). In the 1956 Caspary sale, Ezra D. Cole bought
the block of nine, presumably as agent for its next owner of
record, the Indianapolis pharmaceutical magnate, Josiah K.
Lilly, Jr., whose multi-million dollar collection was sold
through Siegel in a series of ten auctions held from February
1967 through December 1968. After the Lilly sale, the block
next appeared in Ishikawa’s three-time Grand Prix exhibit
of United States 1847-1869 Issues. Mr. Gross acquired the
block from the Ishikawa sale at Christie’s Robson Lowe in
1993, in which all three blocks from the reconstruction were
sold to different buyers. The block of 15 has since been 
reduced to a smaller block. ◼Josiah K. Lilly, Jr. (1893-1966)

LOT 41°

This superb sheet-margin block of nine of the 12¢ 1851 Imperforate—a block
of extraordinary beauty, quality and rarity—passed from Caspary to Lilly,
then to Ishikawa, and for the past 25 years has been one of the stellar items
of the Gross collection and Grand Prix exhibit

ESTIMATE $30,000-40,000




